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In the Qing Dynasty there lived a
very famous martial arts master named Liu
De Huan. His skill in martial arts was very
high, whether it was barehanded forms or
weapons, but he only had forty-six students.
This was because he was very strict and would
choose his students carefully.

Amongst his students was a young
man named Jiu Ginzhou. Whenever Jiu
Ginzhou went to visit his teacher he would
always bring a freshly roasted duck because
he knew his teacher liked to eat fresh roast
duck.

One day he bought a very fresh roast
duck in his village as he was going to see his
teacher. On the way it suddenly started to
rain very heavily but he had not brought an
u m b r e l l a
with him, so
he put the
roast duck
under his
clothes and
ran to his
t e a c h e r ’ s
h o m e .
H o we ve r,
his teacher
lived quite far from the
village. The weather
was still very bad and
the rain kept pouring
down. When Jiu reached
his teacher’s house, his
whole body was
completely wet through.

Jiu took out the
duck from under his shirt
but the duck had changed
colour. It had turned white!
The rain had peeled off the skin
of the duck and the water had
washed all of the taste away. The skin is the
best part of a roast duck.

Jiu was very upset, now his teacher
would not be able to enjoy the duck. When
he looked up at his teacher, Liu De Huan, he
saw his eyes were red as if he were upset and
angry. However, his teacher then said, “I have
no children. Even if I had some, I do not
think they would respect me like you do. If
I cannot pass on my skill to you, who can I
pass it to?”

Finally Jiu became Liu De Huan’s
best student and inherited all of his skill. Jiu
Gin Zhou eventually went on to become the
chief of security inside the Qing Palace (today
we call it The Forbidden City).

Nowadays many people study with
teachers whose skill is very good, but they
do not respect them very much. All they want
is the teacher’s skill. After they have learnt
it then they leave and never contact their
teacher again. It is sad to see that this culture
has gone. In school, children do not need to
respect their teachers. If they like the subject,
they listen, if they don’t like it they don’t
listen.

The traditional Chinese way is that
no matter what kind of skill you learn,

whether it is cooking, sewing, Chinese
medicine, martial arts or Qigong, the teacher
(who we call Sifu, no matter whether they
are male or female) and student are very close,
like father and son. In the West a lot of
students choose their teacher, but good
teachers also choose good students as well.

™

“If I cannot pass on
my skill to you, who
can I pass it on to?”
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Many people have recently asked me
how to become an instructor for the Tse
Qigong Centre to teach Dayan Qigong. You
can say to become an instructor is quite easy,
but at the same time you can say it is quite
difficult.

There are two things that are required
1. You must have studied for at least

three years with the Tse Qigong Centre, either
in a class or through seminars and you can
either have studied directlywith me or with
any of the alreadyqualified Tse Qigong Centre
instructors.

2. You must know how to behave and
have a good heart. It is as simple as that.
After studying consistently for three years I
believe that we would know each other quite
well and I can see what sort of person you are

To Be An Tse Qigong Centre
Dayan Qigong Instructor

and whether you have a good heart. Your skill
might not be that good, but this can improve.
Having a good heart is the most important
thing.

After you have considered these
conditions, and you find you would like to
apply, you would also need to ask your
instructor’s permission. If your instructor
agrees, then he or she will write a letter of
recommendation for you.

To be an instructor with the Tse
Qigong Centre you must know how to respect
the skills and their teachers and your seniors.
In this way the skills will keep passing down
properly, without losing anyof the traditional
ways. They will not become mixed up with
other skills and change into manydifferent
styles. Michael Tse

Grandmaster
Ye Xiao Long

™

If there is anything you want to discuss, if there is anything you want to share with
others, any news or any announcements you would like to make, send them to us:
Qi Magazine, PO Box 116, Manchester M20 3YN.

GrandmasterYeXiao Long
(b.1925)ofShanghaiwill bevisitingEngland
for the first time this year fromSeptember
14th until 28th. Accompanied byMaster Xu
Guo Ming, alsoof Shanghai, the two will be
holdingspecial workshops in London and
Cambridge to give serious students the
opportunity to workwith one of China’s
greatest survivingproponentsof the Internal
Arts.

GrandmasterYebegan training in
Chinese Kung Fu from 10 years old and is a
practitioner ofYangStyleTaijiquan and Lan
Shou. He is recognised for his exceptional
Nei Jingor internal strength, which he
developed through the practice of Power
Stretching. He believes that in order to raise

your level of practice you must open the
body to develop room in the hips and joints
andoverallflexibilitywhilst
maintainingpower.
Moreoverhis training
emphasisesZhongDingor
centralequilibriumtraining.
His PushHands skills are
remarkable and undefeated
inalifetimeofchallenges.
He asserts that in order to
develop earth or root
power youmust be straight
and connected to the earth.

GrandmasterYe is
averyhumbleand quietmanhavingsurvived
throughsomeofChina’smost tumultuous

historic episodes. He is very serious about his
trainingandattributeshis longevityandfitness
to hisdaily routine. On hisprevious visits to
the United States he has been generous and
precise inhis instructionexhibitingagenuine
desire to see to it that the students understand
the transmissionanddigout theirown full

potential. Oneparticipant
likened him to a wise old cat.
“He doesnot exert himself
unnecessarilybut likea tiger
can move very fast and
powerfullywithaquickfinish.
His body is very loose and
extended, withan incredible
reach but not weak. Very
powerfulbuthidden.”

Master Xu Guo
Ming, whose two previous
UK tours met with excep-

tional success, will be acting as interpreter for
the seminars andwill alsobe presenting
details throughout the tour. MasterXu, who
has studied withYe for over twenty years,
has the highest respect for the old Master and
says this is a great opportunity for those
wishing fora chance to studywith a genuine
member of thepassingelder generation. “The
real treasures of China are rapidly passing
and we will not see their likes again. My
motivation inbringingGrandmasterYe to
Europe (He will be touringDenmark
Germany and Italyas well) is to give serious
students thechance to study with the finest of
China before their passing.”

TheLondon Seminarswill be heldat:
TheChina CulturalCentre, 18 Islington
Road, on Saturday 19 September 10 am –
5pm(LanShouTraining) and TheWinches-
ter Project, Winchester Road, Swiss
Cottage Sunday 20 September 3:30pm –
9:30 pm(Yang & Chen Style Push Hands)

For informationTelephone/Fax
(01359) 271779 or (0402) 017484 E-mail
JRN1RSO2@aol.com
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“From Bad
Comes Good”

Often it is easy to believe that people
in the world are becomingmore self-centred,
so it is like a reaffirmation in the kindness of
humannaturewhen one
hears a story of generosity.
This storybeginswithwhat
could have been a tragic
accident. One would not
normallythinkthatfalling
down asteep flight of
stairs as being good.
However, oneTse Qigong
Member hadexactly this
thinking.Although
extremelybruised and
emotionallyshaken, she
was verygrateful that no
bones were broken. She
was so thankful, that even
though thefallmeant that
she could not attend a Qigongcourse which
she had been looking forward to for months,
she had enough generosity of heart to see if
someone else could take her place. Someone
as she put it, “who really deserves and wants
to go but who thought theycould not afford
to do so”. I know the recipient of this kind
gift is sendingher own thanks to the giver, but
we also thought that others would like to
knowthat there is much goodness in the
world if we only look for it.

Free Knowledge
DearMichael,

I recentlycame across this story in a
book, and thought your readers might like it.

There was once a great master who
was asked how he started on the road to
knowledge. He answered, “As a young man,
I spent many years looking forboth the right
path and the right teacher but each time I
found that there was something towhich I
objected to, either in the teacher or the art,
and I despaired of ever reachingmy goal.”

“Thenoneday,after travellingmany
roads, I finally reached the house of a master
whose actions seemed to reflect his words. In
lookingat his students, theyalso impressed
me verymuchwith theirbehaviourand
attitude. I decided to stay, and for a while I
was content to be the student of this Master.
However, one day I was asked for money. I
thought tomyself, ‘men of wisdomdo not

charge for knowledge’, so I left the Master’s
home that veryday. I did not tell of my
reason for leavinghowever”.

“That evening as I made my bed
beside a wooded glade, I shared my meal
with anold priest who madehis home
nearby.As I stared into the fire, he looked at

me and said
quietly, ‘Whena
person gives
money, does he
do so to place a
value onwhat he
has received or
does he give
what he can
spare at that
time? Perhaps
on the other
hand, he said, a
person finds
reasons for not
givingatall,
imagininghim-

self toovirtuous at the sametime’ ”.
“I looked at the old man and felt a

shock run through my body. I saw that my
attitude wasonly a mask for stinginess so the
very next day I returned to the teacher whom
I had just left. As soon as my Master saw
me, he smiled and said, `Those who say that
one should not charge money for knowledge
cannot receive knowledge, even as a gift.
This is because one can learn only after the
matter ofchargingor not charginghas been
expelled fromthemind. Thenwisdommay
take its place. There is no room for both the
attitude, ‘I do not want to pay’, and, ‘I want
to learn,’ in one and the same person.
Therefore, to deter a greedy person or show
himhis shallowness, we always ask for
money’”.
Adapted fromthebook, “The Commanding
Self” byIdries Shah.

Many thanks to Paul Blakey for
sharing this story with Qi Magazine
readers.

Finding
Guidance
Dear Qi Magazine,

Thankyou foryour wealth of
information on TCMand Qigong. I have

been re-reading some past articles in the
April to August (1998) editions and feel I
must comment. Thearticles in question were,
“ASuitable Path” and “ASorcerer’s
Apprentice”. I hadquite strong feelings about
these. I am a recovering drug addict and
alcoholic andamalways in needof spiritual
guidance. I beganpractising KungFu over
three years ago and most of the time has
been spent learningWingChun. However,
the recovery groups that I attend have an
underlyingspiritualcontext that abelief ina
higher power will return me to a sane state.

One older member suggested I begin
to go to church. I began but very soon I felt
that I did not fit in and that I was wrong or
evil forwanting to practise KungFu. I
recently left universitybecauseof this feeling
and the alienation it was causing. Most
people in societynowadays seemto believe
that a career is the only acceptable path and
if you differ fromthe master plan, you are
unwanted. Power, sex, and drugs are used to
advertise everything, even mobilephones.
There seems to be no place for those who
want to be different. I do not consider myself
a devil worshipper just because I refuse to
believe thismedia imageofwhat life is
supposed to be like, because it is nothing like
that. Thankyou.
JH

Dear J,
Thank you for your letter. I am

glad that the articles in Qi Magazine were
of some use to you. It is often easy to
assume that because something is good
for us, then it is automatically good for
everyone else. Sometimes we are right and
sometimes are wrong, but we should
always remember to give others room to
make up their own minds.
M.T.

Five Days of
Perfection
DearMichael,

I had such a wonderful time on the
Dayan Qigong residential course last week
that I felt I had to put pen to paper to thank
you for making it such a special week.
Withersdane Hall is a magical place to hold a
course. Set amidst mature gardens, it offers
everythingaQigongpractitionercouldwish
for. I found the air surprisinglyfresh and
clean, but amore remarkable phenomenon,
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and one that is so rare these days, was the
complete lackof traffic noise. Thevast lawn
stretchingawayfromthe house offered a
spacious practise ground, givingus all room
to stretchour ‘wings’.

While some arrived at the course
havingnever seen Dayan Qigongbefore, and
others wishing to add new sequences to
those they alreadyknew, or polish their
performance, Michael’s teachingstyle is so
effective that he catered for everyone’s needs
simultaneously.

So enthusiastic werewe all that many
students were up early before breakfast,
goingoutwith the dewstill on the ground.
Dotted around the gardens, solitary figures
could be seen practising in their chosen spot.
Some opted for the space and airiness
offered by the lawn, while otherspractised in
the shade of a favourite tree. I chose one of
the formal gardens at the side of the house,
rimmed with yewhedges, with the heady
scent of roses in the air and the sound of fish
plopping in a nearby pond.

Time stoodstill for five days. I learnt
a huge amount, ate an even larger amount
and made many new friends. We worked
hard and had a lot of laughs. Our 4 o’clock
(am) forayoutside one night to practise was
an inspiring experience, once we had got
oversomeinitialgiggling.

So many thanks to Michael for
sharingsomuchwith us.
Kind regards,
Kate Britton

Dear Kate,
I am very glad you enjoyed the

course. It is amazing how the right
surroundings affect us. Just a few days
away can make all the difference.

M.T

Relief Through
Practise
DearMichael,

Thankyou foryour great magazine.
My partner and I learn a lot from it and we
both enjoy reading it. My partner is a teacher
ofTaiji and Qigongand I amlearninghowto
become one. Weare specialising in helping
and trainingpeoplewithchronic pains and
diseases. This requires an adapted form of
Taiji, we call this ‘Tai ChiTao’. My partner
has fibromyalgia andI have rheumatism. We
nowboth function verywell. Thiswasquite
different acouple of years ago, especially for

my partner who was not able to do anything.
He had to be helped with everything,

includinggettingdressed, gettingoutofbed
or even taking a shower. Then one day he
met a teacher ofTai Chi Taowho invited him
to join classes. A few years later my partner
was a teacher himself and was able to do
everythinghimselfagain.Two years later I
learned aboutTai Chi Tao and joined classes
with the manwho is nowmypartner. I’mstill
learning howto become a teacher. I now help
mypartner duringclasses bygivingextra
attention to those who need it.

Please continue your good workwith
themagazine.
A.S

Best Ever?
DearMichael,

Inmyhumbleopinion, the last issue
(issue 38)of Qi Magazine is simply the best
ever. The contents were superb, with your
editorial andarticle by Ip Chun, “The Best
Times” and the latest instalment of“99Years
of Practise”, the fascinatingbiographyof
MasterYangMeijun – are all inspiringand
hugelyinformative.

Concerning the cover, I think that the
style developed for this issue, which reveals

the etheric aurasurrounding Ip Chun is
brilliant! Iwould like to recommend that you
consider using this sort of artworkon future
covers to reveal the Qi, as an aide to
understandingtheentirephilosophyof
Qigong– which is the central thrust to your
work and the principal message of your
excellentmagazine.

In addition to new artwork or

photographs and new or old drawings to
depict formations ofQi swirling round the
human body, Iwould enjoyseeingmore
illustrationsofChinesemasters, similar to that
on page 7 of issue 38.

Another type ofeditorial I find
inspiring, areyour translationsof stories from
classical Chinese literature. I enjoy the stories
of Qi, magicpowers, Daoist magicians and
adventures in the older and more profound
orders of ancient learning, that arealmost lost
and forgotten today – and would have been
destroyed by the excesses of the Cultural
Revolution. (In the west, a greatdeal of this
profound knowledgewas destroyed through
theCatholic Inquisition,which in turn inspired
the horrors of the holocaust during WWII,
and encouraged Mao to initiate the Cultural
Revolution)

Yourssincerely
M. Oxford

Dear M,
Thank you for your kind words. I

am glad you enjoyed last issue so much.
We all work very hard to make each
magazine better than the last. Hopefully
we can keep moving forward and maybe
you will find this issue even better.
M.T.

ARTICLES
WANTED

We requirewell written articles
on Chinese culture,martial arts, Qigong,
Feng Shui, Tui Na, Shiatsu and other
alternative therapies. Ifyou would like
to submit anarticle to Qi Magazine,
please send a PC disc along with a hard
copyprintout to:

Qi Magazine
PO Box 116
Manchester
M20 3YN

Articles should be between one
and two type written pages which is
between 500-1000 words. Photos and
artwork will be returned. We are happy
to have more people share their views
and stories with Qi Magazine readers,
however we cannotguarantee that your
article will appear as it maybe that there
is alreadysomethingplanned on this
topic. We will let you know .
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The spiral is one of the fundamental
shapes of geometry. It expresses an
order and proportion that is often

found in the dynamic creativity of nature.
From the growth of a sunflower’s head to
the harmony of the human body, the spiral
can help us to understand something of the
imm inent pattern that connects humanity,
nature and the universe.

Spiralling energy exercises are one of
thefundamentalsofChenTaiji, and more than
anything else, it is the way that Chen uses
spiralling movements that differentiates it
from other styles of Taiji. The concept of
the spiral informs not only the Chan Si Gong,
but the movements of the forms and push
hands as well. The Chen family even use a
Taiji symbol in the form of a spiral to
represent their system. The spiral is an
important subject for
Taiji students and one that
has both practical and
philosophical aspects. So
then - what is a spiral?

Most dictionaries
will contain at least two
basic definitions of a
spiral: that a spiral is
another name for a helix
(i.e. a curve that lies on a
cone or a cylinder at a
constant angle to the
line), and that a spiral is
one of several plane
curves formed by a point
winding about a fixed
point at an ever increasing distance from it.
Both of these definitions can be useful to
help understand the way that Chen uses
spirals.
The Helix Spiral

A cylindrical helix looks like the coil
spring that you sometimes see used on car
suspensions. We can consider this kind of
spiral in relation to the body in many ways.
Even if we only consider the relatively trivial
image of the spring we can learn something
about the basic stances of Taiji. Stances
should be at a comfortable height from which
you can either sink or rise. This ‘natural’

height should be the basis for your
equilibrium. The suspension on a car allows
it to absorb the impacts of bumps or holes in
a road. If a force is applied to a spring it
becomes compressed until it has absorbed
the energy, then it snaps back to its
equilibrium position. The same should be
true of a stance. You should be able to use
your stances to absorb and return someone’s
energy. The image of the spring can be
likened to the fundamental energy of Taiji –
peng.

The helix spiral illustrates the way
that energy travels from the feet to the hands.
When pushing with the right hand you
should root with the left foot creating an
upward spiral movement around the body.
Part of the trick of Taiji is the way that energy
is seldom moving in only one plane. A Taiji

push, although
seemingly horizontal, will often have a
vertical aspect to it (either rising or sinking)
and it is this that makes it difficult to resist.

Of course, in Taiji you seldom if ever
only use one hand. The hands often form a
yin / yang relationship with each other,
creating a double helix of movement about
the body. As energy extends upward and
outward from the left foot to the right hand
it also travels inward and downward from the

left hand to the right foot. A similar helical
relationship can also be observed in the way
that hexagrams pair up in the conventional
arrangement of the Yijing. This is one of the
fundamental ways that Taiji has taken up the
teachings of Daoism and applied them for
martial purposes.

A helix always operates in at least
three dimensions. It is the way that Chen
Taiji uses multiple dimensions thatsets it apart
from many other martial arts. A normal
attack such as a punch can be understood as
a straight line from one point to another. The
advantage of this form of attack is its
simplicity. It makes use of what is in theory
the shortest distance betweentwo points thus
maximising speed and minimising the use of
time. Martial theories of lines are extremely
useful. You can understand another person’s
movements in terms of lines - advance and
retreat. If you develop the line into a grid it
is also a good way of coming to terms with
the fundamentals of footwork. An
understanding of lines provides an excellent

foundation from which to develop. It even
explains it’s own weakness.

Once a line has been committed
to, it is relatively easily avoided or
broken. A helical attack is different.

It advances simultaneously along several
separate and constantly changing lines. If
the path of any one of these imaginary lines
is blocked, others will still be open and
the very existence of a blockage may
actually suggest or create new lines.

The absence of tension allows
Taiji to generate and channel Qi in a
natural way producing effortless
power. To understand how Taiji
accomplishes this, one only needs to

read a little of the Tao Te Ching - ‘Being and
non-being produce each other’ (‘The
Essential Tao’ – T. Cleary). The Taiji spiral is
fundamental to Daoist concepts of
manifestation. By making the spiral central
to all its movements Chen Taiji aims to follow
the way of unimpeded harmony

GlennGossling

WHAT IS A SPIRAL? – PART 1
During Chen Taiji classes questions often arise about

spirals. Why does Chen use spirals? What do we mean by
spiralling? What is a spiral?

“When pushing
with the right hand,
root with the left
foot creating an
upward spiral
movement around
the body.”
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S tances are designed to transmit
force through the body. For
Qigong, the only force you need to

consider is the weight of the body itself.
Therefore a Qigong stance has to transmit
the weight of the body down into the
ground. However, for martial arts the
stance has to transmit force from the
ground, through the body, into the
opponent.

There are several mistakes we can
make. The first mistake is not to line up
the joints correctly. This is most often seen
in the knees when in a squatting position.
If everything is lined up, then the legs are
capable of taking a lot of weight. If you
have seen a suspension bridge, such as the
“Golden Gate” in San Francisco, then you
have seen how a lot of weight can be
supported simply by a strong cable and
two supporting towers.
All the weight of the
bridge is translated into
tension in the cable.
However if the
supporting towers
were not aligned
correctly the bridge
would not be able
to support its own
weight.

The muscles along the top of the
leg, such as the quadriceps, are like the
cable, and the bones in our lower leg are
like the supporting towers. Misalignment
here will damage the joints in our legs, and
in the case of martial arts, prevent the
strength from our legs from being
transmitted upwards.

The second mistake is to lock the
joints in the legs and support your weight
on them. For example if you want to
perform a low stance, it is tempting to
lock your hip joint, and sit on top of it.
This takes the load off the muscles and
puts it on the ligaments of the joint,
eventually damaging the joint. Instead,
you should gradually develop the strength
of the muscles so that they are strong
enough to support you in low positions.
In order to increase the flexibility of the

hip, however, you can break this
rule a little.

The third mistake is to
use too much tension in your
back or stomach muscles to
keep your stance stable. This
usually happens when there is
a mistake in the lower body,
and the upper body has to be

tense in order to compensate.
The fourth

mistake is more
related to martial
arts, and is to use
muscles that directly

STANCES & RELAXATION
When performing martial arts and Qigong stances, you will always
hear your teacher telling you to relax. However, no matter how much
you think you are relaxed, you are told that you look tense.

oppose the direction that the force is
being expressed. For example, pushing
someone with your arms uses the triceps
under your arm. However it is common
for people who weight train to develop
the biceps. The biceps oppose the triceps
and will prevent you from
d e l i v e r i n g your punch.
Using the triceps only,
and other r e l a t e d

m u s c l e s
under

your arm is a
c o m m o n
theme in
martial arts,
and is known
as “Zhou di

li”, or
“Strength that

comes from under
the elbow”. It is

difficult to
achieve, since

when we think we are going to get hit,
we automatically tense our biceps in order
to cover our face.

Relaxed means that the joints are
bending the way that they are supposed
to bend, and that the load on the body is
taken by the appropriate muscles. Initially,
these muscles will be uncomfortable, but
with time they will develop strength, and
will feel relaxed even under load. The body
will feel loose, and Qi will be able to flow
freely. Most importantly, the strength will
continue to develop by itself.

byDanielPoon

“To perform a low
stance, it is tempting

to lock your hip
joint, and sit on top
of it.”
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The word Reiki (pronounced Ray-Key) can be split into two,
the Ki is the life force, that flows through every living thing
and is the Japanese equivalent of the Chinese Chi or Indian
Prana; the Ray meaning Universally or Spiritually guided.
The utilisation and expression of this energy, in the form

of Reiki, was developed towards the end of the 19th Century by Dr
Mikao Usui who undertook a search for the secret of physical healing
that lasted 14 years. A quest which culminated in the discovery of
four symbols in an ancient sutra (sacred text) and a mystical
experience. During the experience he was given the meaning of each
of the symbols and the understanding of how each played a part in
acting as a portal, or doorway, for the healing force to flow through.
These symbols are central to Reiki, together with a series of

attunements or initiations into the energy, and continue to be treated
with great reverence by the majority of Reiki practitioners.

The technique or practise of Reiki is so simple it can be learned
over a two-day period, during which time students are attuned into
the energy and are taught how to give themselves and others a
treatment. A treatment involves the placing of the practitioner’shands
on the body, using a firm yet gentle touch. However, the implications
of consciously connecting with this energy often have a powerful,
and sometimes dramatic, effect on both the healer and their clients.

Reiki falls firmly into the arena of the ‘intangible’ aspects of
life, in that it does not fit into a neat package that our logical mind
can grasp. Yet, as our conscious awareness of our universe and physical
reality steadily increases, we are beginning to understand thatwhich

A High
Plain

The art of Reiki is
becoming more
widespread. Its
followers claim to tap
into a special energy
called ‘Reiki’ and
channel it into their
patients in order to
heal them. But what is
the Reiki energy and
how does it work?
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locking painful emotional experiences within our system. Our beliefs
and focus in life become our reality. So, for example, if a woman
holds on to the belief that she is likely to die of breast cancer because
her family has a strong history of this disease, evidence shows that
this will contribute significantly to her genetic susceptibility.
Alternatively, if we are constantly bringing into focus past experiences
that were traumatic, then we continue to relive that experience, and
its associated pain, on a daily basis. Naturally, this takes its toll on
our bodies. Whilst a large number of us are beginning to realise the
inter-relationship between these aspects of ourselves, most of us,
unfortunately, do not know how to effect the necessary changes.
The problem is that often we are dealing with unconscious processes
that just seem to well up and possess us. Either we do not know
what the core problem is (i.e. it is our blind spot) or, if we do know,
any attempt to get rid of it or push it away seems to result in the

problem gaining in strength
until eventually it

overwhelms
us.

Reiki
works ho-
listically by
address ing
imbalances
within the
p h y s i c a l ,
mental, and
e mo t i o na l

aspects of an
i n d i v i d u a l .

Moreover, it
works with our
u n c o n s c i o u s

processes, hon-
ouring and

acknowledging them as hidden or
fragmented parts of ourselves, parts that are
really trying to find an expression or are,
misguidedly, protecting us in some way.
Always working with compassion, without
judgement, it assists us in turning and facing
all that we are sothat, ultimately, our expression
in the world becomes whole. The way the
energy moves in and works with an individual
can never be predetermined through the
expectations or cravings of our conscious
minds since it works primarily in co-operation
with our soul needs. As we begin to bring the
energy into form, through our bodies, it starts

to connect us with the unconscious energies that underlie our every
action, building a bridge between the conscious and unconscious. It
brings us the means to understand ourselves, to confront issues we
are not looking at, and to step outside our limitations. With its infinite
intelligence and compassion, we are guided and nurtured through
our pain and re-united with our creative expression. The energy has
a cumulative effect in our bodies, so the more we work with it the
more it takes us through our own evolutionary growth.

Reiki can be experienced by either receiving a treatment, from
a Reiki Practitioner, or by undertaking the training and attunement
process and becoming a Reiki Practitioner.

has been perceived by mankind as physical and tangible is, in fact,
not as solid and definable as we originally believed. Our universe
consists wholly of energy and, at its most simplistic level, can be
described as energy patterns vibrating at different frequencies. It is
the limitations of our sensory filters that cause us to perceive them
as separate and solid matter. If an energy does not fall neatly within
human perception then we describe it as intangible, an illusion, or
phenomenon. Of course, science can find ways to harness or measure
such energies through technology and thus bring them into the
consciousness of the masses, as for example, with electricity. Reiki is
an energy that vibrates at a very high frequency and, as yet, remains
out of conscious acceptance by the majority of mankind. Yet those
of us who work with this energy can see very real and tangible results
through connecting with it and giving it a focus. When working with
this energy we are essentially bringing it into form; that is, we are
giving it expression in our physical realm.

From a scientific perspective we are bringing a faster
frequency into a slower one, and whenever you merge a faster
moving energy with a slower moving energy it will have
the effect of speeding the slower one up or shifting its
vibrator rate. The implications of this are important when
we consider that disease, or disharmony within our energy
system, can be located in those areas where the energy has
become stagnant or denser in frequency. Modern medicine,
through technology, has found a number of ways to
introduce high frequency energies into the human body to
treat illness, for example radiotherapy and laser treatment.
Reiki energy
differs in that it
works naturally
and in harmony
with the
i n d i v i d u a l ’ s
energy system. It
adapts its
vibration in order
to work with our
denser, slower
energies. An
analogy with an
electric power
supply and a light
bulb can help
explain this, in
that, the
frequency of
electricity must
be slowed down
c o n s i d e r a b l y
before we can plug a light bulb into it, otherwise it would explode.

Similarly Reiki slows itself down until it emerges at a rate
that can be accepted and taken onboardby the individual/s concerned.
However, as the relationship between an individual and Reiki builds,
so the vibration begins to increase. In short, we become higher wattage
light bulbs. In essence Reiki has an intelligence that is pure and
purposeful in its intent. Awareness about the inter-relationship
between physical, mental and emotional aspects of human beings has
increased considerably during the last few decades, due to the
dedicated work of a wide variety of therapists, researchers, and
writers interested in complementary therapies.

Many of us now understand that physical illness is often the
result of storing either beliefs that are no longer serving us, and/or

byBerylVale
Berylcanbecontactedon01457763991

“Reiki energy
differs, it works
naturally & in harmony
with the individual’s
energy system. It adapts
its vibration in order to
work with our denser,
slower energies.”
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I travelled from Hong Kong to Wuhan just to see
her. I remember the first time I met her. I walked

into her room and she was sitting on a chair very
relaxed, the room was very peaceful and calm. I

told her who I was and that I had been
introduced by one of her students. She

smiled and at that moment I noticed the
fragrance of Jasmine and some incense.
(At that time I did not know what this
was. After a couple of years practise I
came to know that this was a high level
of Qigong, called ‘Opening the Chest
Fragrance Transmission’. This means that
if you are very healthy the body will
release fragrant Qi like a flower, but if
you are unhealthy the body will release
negative Qi which can smell like rotten
fruit or sick. So now when I meet people,
if they are ill, I can tell straight away
because I can smell their negative Qi, and
from different smells you can diagnose
their problem.) I introduced myself and
after some conversation I started my

Qigong journey proper training. Since then, I have

Years of Practise

Yang Meijun taught in Wuhan for
three years and this time was the high
point in her teaching. Her name and

accounts of her in the newspapers
attracted a lot of people, particularly

younger people who came from many
different places to study with her. I was

one of them.
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mannered you will not have a good level of Qigong. This is ‘Character
and Life Development’, mind and body become one. So unhealthy
people will become healthy and those with a bad temper will become
good tempered.

Each time I study with her, I listen to what she says and I
have come to realise and understand more about nature and Tao, and
that they are part of Qigong training as well.

Once she said “Many people finish practising and chat to
each other. Actually they don’t realise this releases their Qi. During
practice they gather Qi to make their bodies strong, when they finish
they release it by chatting! Keep the mouth shut for five minutes
after practice, do some meditation.

On one occasion a man brought his daughter to see Yang
Meijun. When he came to her he closed his eyes for a while and then
said to her “Yang Laozi, I have come especially to ask to learn ‘Two
Dans’ technique (two energy crystals technique)”. After she heard

this she said to
herself “I can not
avoid those who use
their Sky-eye to
watch me.” So Yang
Meijun just talked
with him for a short
while about basic
Qigong techniques.
After a while he
mentioned his
daughter’s Sky-eye
was also open and
that she used this
ability working in a
hospital, checking
patients. Her

findings were the same as the
X-rays. Yang Meijun hadalready
noticed that their Sky-eyes
were open. The father then said
“My daughter can see through
things all the time, she is going
to become exhausted, can you
help her?” Yang Meijun said
“To open the Sky-eye is not easy
and to close it is also difficult.
If your Sky-eye is open all the
time it is like a light without a

switch to turn it off, soon the energy will run out. I suggest you wear
a pair of glasses and never take them off during the day and practise
my Dayan Qigong, hopefully it will bring your Qi back to normal.”
Afterwards they left. This was one of the most unusual cases she has
met.

She said, “Many people are crazy for Qigong. They want to
develop supernatural powers, but they do not notice that this can
use all their Qi and shorten their lives. Qi is good to store.
Concentrating on transmitting Qi and using the senses might one
day cause your life to run out because your Qi has all been used!
Save it, then you can live longer.” At the end she said, “I talk too
much, it is up to you if you believe”.

There are still so many stories about her to tell. We will leave
them for now and maybe another time I will tell you about them.
Anyway, nowadays we can still see all these Wild Geese flying because
of her efforts, and many have benefited and gained good health.

By the way, this year she is 101
byMichaelTse

realised the many benefits of practising Dayan Qigong and different
exercises such as: Cotton Palm, Twinning Hand Bagua, Long Distance
Vision Dan Gong and Jade Pillar Gong, etc. that have really changed
my life and my concept of
Qigong. Also she pointed out
some of the mistakes in my
training.

Sometimes people
mistakenly concentrate on
‘secret’ breathing or ‘secret’
exercises for gathering energy.
This is why many people who
practise Qigongstill feel or look
ill, because they are too
‘enthusiastic’ to study many
different styles of Qigong, and
as a consequence miss the
natural way. If the way is not natural, even if you feel a
lot of Qi when practising, you might have problems later
on. So practising Qigong should be natural and regular,
not just enthusiastic.

Laozi said, “Dayan Qigong is Daoist Qigong,
training your character and your life. Each movement
must have yin and yang; understand what is the Dantien
(the centre of the body). Upper body is yang; lower
body is yin. Back is yang; abdomen is yin. Right is yang;
left is yin. The Lower Dantien is located below your
navel and is connected with the Qihai point. It is for
storing energy; if you are male it stores your Jing
(sperm); if you are female it is the area of the womb and
maintains your unborn child, and it develops your ‘Yuen
Qi’ (Original Qi). In the 1st 64 movements there are
about twenty-one movements which relate to the lower
Dantien. The others relate
to the Middle Dantien,
which is located at the
Shanzhong point at the
centre of the chest. This is
the middle point between
the Upper and Lower
Dantien, it is connected to
the lung and heart, to the
overall physical strength of
the body, and it controls the
postnatal Chung Qi
(Centre Qi). The Upper Dantien between the forehead and Baihui
point (top of the head) controls the channels and relates to the
intelligence and spirit, or Shen Qi (Spiritual Qi). In the entire Dayan
Qigong about twenty percent of the movements relate to the Upper
Dantien.”

She also explained “When you start Dayan Qigong you need
to stand with your feet as wide as your shoulders. This is the basic
Dayan Qigong leg stance, which can smooth the three yin channels
of the inside leg. Open the thumbs to connect the Laogong and Hegu
points, and to smooth the three yin and three yang channels of the
hand. This will allow the Qi to flow down the fingers to maintain the
blood circulation. Closing the mouth is a major part of Dayan Qigong
to keep the Ren and Du Channels connected together so the Qi is
strong and it can stay in the Dantien. But the main part of studying
Dayan Qigong is not the movements, opening the Sky-eye or
transmitting Qi but understanding Tao, following nature. Your
character will change; you will become a nice person and good
mannered. Your body will become healthy naturally. If you are bad

“They gather Qi to make
them strong, then release it
by chatting! Keep the mouth
shut for five minutes, do
some meditation.”
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When talking to ladies on the subject
of self-defence I am often told, “I
wish I knew a few things just in case

anything ever happened.” I am sure most
women share this view.

As a male who has been training in
martial arts, Wing Chun in particular, for a
number of years, it is all too easy to forget
how vulnerable
ladies often feel.
Something as
simple as walking
across the city
centre at dusk may
not sound such a
big deal, but for
most ladies it canbe
quite an unnerving
experience and
something to be
avoided as much as
possible. Whilst I
am not claiming to
be fearless, I would
say that I know my
limits a little better
and the knowledge
of my own abilities
gives me some
confidence. It has
often been said that
people who appear
vulnerable will
attract unwelcome
attention and it is
recommended that you walk tall
and confident. It sounds simple
doesn’t it? However appearing
confident is not at all easy if you
don’t feel very confident.

Martial arts have always
been dominated by men. In the past
women were not taught martial arts
as it was not very lady like. Today,
though wewould hope this thinking
would have changed, it still exists.
But, since women are often the target of
physical violence and are more vulnerable,
then a martial arts class is an obvious place to
go.

Most women, compared to the
average man, are not as big or as strong.

However, contrary to popular belief, you do
not have to be very big and very strong to be
able to defend yourself. Of course the bigger
and stronger you are, then the more
advantages you will have. But if you are not
so big, then what you need to do is develop
what you have and learn how best to use it.

If you train consistently with good
instruction, you
should notice that
physically you
start to develop.
The techniques
and movements
should start to
come together and
of course, the
more you practise
the better and
better they
become. Sur-
prisingly quickly,
your focus and
power gets more
defined.

At times,
during training
you will realise just
how vulnerable
you are. Your
opponent moves
faster and is
stronger and no
matter what you

do they can defeat you (this is common for
both men and women). You become
completely confused, start to panic, and have
no idea what is going on. This can be quite a
shock and a little scary. On one hand this is
one of your most important lessons, since it

shows you your limits, but on the other hand
it is easy to become discouraged and give up
altogether. However, this is the precise
reason you are training, to be able to face
and overcome your opponent. In class you
are safe, no one is going to hurt you, so you
have time to become familiar with this type
of situation. The more you train the more
you will face this situation. But each time
you do, it is not so alien and you start to look
at it less emotionally and more analytically.
After awhile you will start to see how to
cope, begin to move and start to use what
you have learnt.

With more training, your knowledge
and skill will increase together with your
experience. You will also know what you
can do and what you cannot. Thus you know
your limits better and become much calmer.
With time your limits will expand and
therefore you will be able to do much more.
As belief in your own abilities grows, so will
your confidence.

Awareness of your surroundings will
also increase. I am not saying you will have

developed some magical
power, only that your
perception of distance and
angles will change and you
will automatically analyse
your surroundings and weigh
up possible threats. People’s
movements will also tell you
more about their intent and
so you can decide which is
the best way for you to go.

Almost instinctively
youwill be able to see trouble aheadand avoid
it. Together with your confident manner
trouble will also be more likely to avoid you,
but if it should come to it, then you do have
a few tricks up your sleeve

byDarrylMoy

MATTERS OF CONFIDENCE
More and more women would like to learn some sort of

self defence. However, many are put off as the training can be
an ordeal in itself.

“Women are often
the target of physical
violence and more
vulnerable.”
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11 Pass Through the Legs

Zhongchong
Point

12 Transmit the Qi to the Ankles

i. Bring your left hand to your back so
the Hegu point touches the Shenshu
point. The right hand drops down to
the inside of the right ankle, so the
Laogong point faces the ankle. Keep
both legs straight. Fig 46a - 46b

ii Turn your waist to the left, keep your
right leg straight, but let your left
bend. Your right palm moves from
inside to the outside (Fig 47), however
keep the Laogong point facing your
ankle.

iii. Move back to the centre so both legs
are straight and bring your hand back
to face the inside of your ankle. Fig
48

iv. repeat ii & iii
v. Bring your right hand to your back

and touch the right Hegu point to the

middle fingers touch to connect the
Zhongchong points which are on the
pericardium channel. This helps to
strengthen the heart and also clear the mind.

ii. Quickly separate the arms so the
palms face down. Fig 45
This releases negative Qi.

i. Bring your hands back between your
legs, your right hand goes between
your legs and your left goes behind
your left leg. Touch the middle fingers
of each hand together. Fig 44
This part is for clearing the yin area of

the bodybetween the legs. Also, after releasing
Qi, this movement brings the Qi back. The

Fig 44 Fig 45

Fig 46a

Shenshu Points

Dayan Gong 2nd 64
part 4

Mnigmen
Point
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right Shenshu point. Then drop your
left hand to your left ankle. Fig 50

vi. Repeat i to iv for the left side. Fig 52
to 54. Finishing with both hegu points
touching the Shenshu points. Fig 56

Jeixi Point

This movement is good for your legs and
your Qi. It is also good for lowering the
blood pressure and preventing headaches.

Fig 46b Fig 47 Fig 48 Fgi 49

Fig 50 Fig 51 Fig 52 Fig 53

Fig 54 Fig 55 Fig 56
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13 Rubbing the Legs
i. Push your hands up your back, so

your Hegu touches your back along
the Du Channel. Fig 57& 58.

ii. Turn your hands over so the palms and
Laogong points are touching your
back. Smooth your hands down your
back and down the back of your legs,
following the Gall Bladder Channel.
Fig 59 & 60.
This movement helps to smooth the Gall

Bladder Channel.

14 Clap Hands
i. Stand up straight and lift up your

hands so your palms face forwards
slightly. Fig 61

ii. Clap your hands together in front of
the Sky-eye. The two hands should
cross, so the fingers of the left-hand
face away from you, the right fingers
face up and the thumbs interlink, right
thumb over left thumb. Fig 62.

Gall Baldder channel
(Lower Limbs)

Fig 57 Fig 58

Fig 59 Fig 60

Fig 61 Fig 62
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Moving Qi
The Tui Na Way

Tried and tested over 4000 years and still going strong, Tui Na is still little
known in the West. But not for long! Tui Na is about to explode onto the
centre stage of complementary medicine as the efforts of Maria Mercati and
an ever-growing team of practitioners spread the message about this unique
healing system. Maria, who is an established teacher of oriental therapies,
learned her skills in China, Indonesia, and Thailand from acknowledged
masters in their respective fields. Here, she introduces its basic principles
and shows how relevant its healing powers are in today’s world.

Tui Na is one of the main branches of TCM along with
acupuncture, herbal medicine, and Qigong. The name
Tui Na means “push” and “grasp” which well describes
the fundamentals of this remarkable hands on medicine.

It is a healing system in its own right with
the most diverse range of techniques of

any of the
systems of
massotherapy
practised at

the present
time. Tui Na has

been the inspira-
tion for many of

the methods used in various forms of oriental bodywork. Some
1200 years ago Tui Na was introduced to the Japanese who
radically modified it to suit their needs calling it “Shiatsu”. In
recent times this was further modified to suit Western
temperaments leaving it with little resemblance to its Tui Na
progenitor.

There are still many in the West who refuse to accept
TCM as bona fide medicine. “It is not scientific” or “It cannot
be verified by scientific methods” are two of the criticisms often
heard. This type of thinking comes from those who know very
little or nothing about it. TCM is rigidly based on a science -
Chinese science - of great complexity that it is quite different
from Western science. It regards life and all life functions as the

result of an interaction between the fundamental energies
of the universe collectively known as Qi,
pronounced “chee”. The internal organs of the
body are seen as functional units rather than
anatomical structures. Each organ has its own
characteristic Qi in respect of the precise balance
between Yin and Yang functions. For a healthy,
pain-free body the overall balance between the
Qi energies of the internal organs must be correct
and so must the Yin/Yang balance of the
individual Qi energies. All the therapeutic
methods of TCM aim at achieving and
maintaining this balance. Tui Na, like acupuncture,
is designed to maintain, and, when necessary,
restore the normal flow of Qi within our bodies.
It treats the whole being, not its component parts
which are the focus of attention for Western
medical practitioners. All branches of TCM are
truly holistic in this respect.
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The uniqueness of Tui Na is in its ability to stimulate the
meridians and acupoints with a very diverse variety of techniques.
Tui Na is not acupressure, though acupressure is one of the Tui
Na therapeutic methods. The meridians are not vessels with
observable physical boundaries. They cannot be exposed by
surgery or dissection and they do not follow the courses of
specific nerves, muscles or blood vessels. Ocean currents that
have position and direction but no observable
boundaries are the nearest analogy. The acupoints
are even more difficult to conceptualise. There are
over 300 of them precisely, but irregularly positioned
along the meridians. When stimulated by deep
pressure or the insertion of needles they
modify the flow of Qi along the meridian in
their immediate vicinities and sometimes, even in
distant parts of the meridian system.

THE TUI NA THERAPY
The fundamental aim of Tui Na is to

move and regulate Qi. It achieves this through
the application of pressure with movement in a very
disciplined manner along the courses of the meridians.
There is very little in this massage that could be described
as static. Tui Na moves and moves continuously. Its
techniques bring subtle varieties of direction to every
pressure inducing force that is applied. This is
particularly significant for effective soft tissue
massage. Just as different materials offer variable
resistance to the flow of electricity, so different
tissues and different conditions of the tissue
structures offer variable resistance to the
flow of Qi. Thorough soft tissue massage
lowers the density of fibrotic and connective
tissue, promotes lymphatic drainage and
accelerates blood flow through the capillaries,
all of which facilitates Qi flow. The uniqueness of
Tui Na is in its ability to affect rapid and deep
changes in the soft tissues whilst at the same time
modifying the Qi status throughout the meridian
system. Remarkably, it can also treat problems in places
where the
therapist’s hands
cannot reach or
which, for one
reason or another,
cannot be
massaged. This
depends on the
ability of certain
acupoints to affect
the Qi status in
distant parts of the
body. The well-
trained Tui Na
therapist will know
the exact
prescription of
acupoints and
meridian massage to produce the desired result. A full
body Tui Na is rarely performed in China. The Tui
Na doctor is usually required to treat just the

problem presented by the patient very much like a Western
doctor does. The Tui Na treatment will seek to regulate and
balance Qi in the affected area. Any improvement in the Qi status
of one part of the body always improves the overall Qi balance
throughout with its consequent side effects, which are invariably
good ones! Tui Na, working as it does on the most fundamental

energies of the body, treats all those conditions that in
the West would be treated by osteopathy, chiropody

and physiotherapy plus many others that would
require drug therapy. It excels in the treatment of
chronic pain, particularly that associated with the
musculo skeletal system such as neck, shoulders and
back pain, sciatica, “tennis and golfer’s elbow” and
“frozen shoulder”. As a treatment for sports injuries
it is unsurpassed. Add to this list headaches,

constipation, IBS, insomnia, and many other
chronic conditions.

Tui Na is brilliantly effective but it is not
a miracle cure-all. Some migraines resist even the

best efforts of the therapist, and knee problems can also
be resistant to Tui Na while responding well to acupuncture.
In combination Tui Na and acupuncture are very powerful
medicine. Both work on the body’s Qi balance and both

achieve their effects holistically by treating the whole
person to help the individual parts function
more effectively. A lack of negative side effects
or any damaging impact on the environment
must surely make Tui Na, and the other

branches of TCM, medicine for the new
millennium.

THE MECHANICS OF TREATMENT.
Chinese therapists always assume the need

for several treatments in quick succession, ideally
every two or three days. These usually follow a pattern that

is summarised below:

1. MASSAGE OF SOFT TISSUES TO LOWER THEIR
RESISTANCE TO QI FLOW.

Techniques used here are aimed at
loosening connective tissue, particularly

“It excels in the treatment
of chronic pain, particularly
that associated with the
musculo skeletal system and
for sports injuries it is
unsurpassed.”
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myofascia, relaxing over-tense or spasming muscles, releasing
stagnated lymph and enhancing capillary blood flow. Initially
techniques are used that spread the force over a large area. This
avoids deeply penetrative pressure before the “softening up”
process has been completed. Palm pressing, and
kneading, and whole-hand squeezing are
most frequently used at this stage. As the
tissues respond, these more gentle
techniques give way to ones that focus the
massaging force to produce more deeply
penetrating pressure. The unique rolling
method, which uses the knuckles and
dorsum of the hand like a rolling pin, is
brought into action to complete this
preparation of the soft tissues for the
treatments that are to follow.

2. STIMULATING QI FLOW IN THE
MERIDIANS.

The courses of the meridians are now
subjected to a wide variety of squeezing;
kneading and rolling applied with much
more vigour. Fingers, thumbs, heels of
palms, forearms and even elbows are the
therapist’s tools. In all the techniques,
pressure is accompanied by movement from
a vast spectrum, be it vibratory, rotational,
rocking or percussive, to large scale pushing
and rubbing. Unlike Shiatsu or Thai
traditional massage, practitioners who use
a very steady and unhurried approach, their
Tui Na counterparts constantly change
tempo. Two handed chaffing, for example,

is done at lightning speed; rolling is effective at up to 140 rolls
per minute, while much kneading and plucking is very slow to
facilitate sustained pressure.

3. STIMULATING THE ACU-POINTS.
Thumbs and elbows are the most frequently used tools

for focusing pressure into the acupoints. This should only be
done when the soft tissues have become softened and relaxed
to encourage Qi flow. Accuracy is essential and short thumb
nails a must. Pressure is applied to the acupoints with movement
usually of a rotary or rocking kneading action. Very tender or
painful acupoints can indicate a Qi blockage and for these,
penetration must be progressive. It may take several treatments
before penetration can reach the ideal depth for complete release
of Qi blockages. Most people adapt very quickly to this deep
and vigorous treatment. Some even become quite addicted to
it! It should be emphasised, however, that a successful treatment

depends more on the
combination of acupoints used,
than on the depth of
penetration into them. Expert
knowledge is required before
the right choices of acupoints
can be made with certainty.
Many of the acupoints that
figure prominently in Tui Na
treatments are well known to
Qi Gong practitioners because

of their ability to boost Qi levels and the immune system. Large
Intestine 4, Stomach 36, Bladder 23 and Ren 6 are good examples.
Points such as Pericardium 8 (Laogong) and Yintang are used in
Tui Na and Qigong to clear and calm the mind.

4. MANIPULATIONS.
These are left until all the soft tissue

work and acupressure have been
completed. So important is the attainment
of a good degree of muscle and myofacial
release to render the soft
tissues permeable to Qi
that the first three stages
of a treatment will
require at least three-
quarters of the time
devoted to the massage.

Manipulations done on
body parts that are tense,

fibrotic and cold are not usually very
effective. Some Tui Na manipulations
have an apparent simplicity that
totally belies their effectiveness. The
extended arm and leg shakes are
good examples. The success of some
depends on the simultaneous
pressing of specific acupoints.
Many involve relatively small
scale, subtle movements others
are very vigorous with very big
movements across joints.
Whatever their scale, most
manipulations are designed
to capitalise on increased
Qi flow and balance
to improve mo-
bility. The author,
after spending
countless hours in
TCM hospitals in
China, is still
amazed at the
seemingly endless
variety and
subtle nuances of
approach that
characterise
Tui Na man-
ipulations, some of which are illustrated here.

THE FUTURE FOR TUI NA.
In China, even hospitals of Western medicine have

departments of Tui Na and acupuncture. The author strongly
supports the view of a rapidly growing group of people who
have experienced its benefits that this should become normal
practise in the West. Both Tui Na and acupuncture can stand
alone as powerful healing systems for most chronic and many
acute conditions. Together they compliment one another to
perfection and gel into a system of therapy that has no equal

byMariaMercati.
Photo’sfromMaria’sbook‘TuiNa -MassagetoAwakenBody&Mind.Courtesy

ofGaiaBooks. Mariacanbecontactedon:01242582168
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Chen Guizhen
Queen of the
Double
Swords
Taijiquan is the most famous of the soft
internal arts. It is very popular
throughout the world. However, even in
this, the softest of arts, most of the
recognised top masters are men.
Chen Taijiquan is the oldest form of
Taijiquan and also retains its roots as a
martial arts. As such it is more
demanding and has its hard side. One of the top masters of the younger
generation, is Master Chen Guizhen.
In this exclusive interview she tells how this art should be approached and
which areas are more suitable for women.
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aster Chen Guizhen is one of the most famous
women within Chen Style Taijiquan and she is
the 21st generation heir of Chen Taiji. About
ten years ago the Chinese government made a
television programme, in English and Chinese,

which introduced the martial arts of Shaolin Temple and
Taijiquan. In particular, they went to Chenjiagou (Chen Village),
Wenxian County, Henan Province – ‘The Home Town of
Taijiquan’. They filmed many famous Taiji masters and in
particular they introduced one famous master – Master Chen
Xiaowang. His performance had such softness and power that
it still impresses those who see it today. This programme also
helped to open up Chen Style Taijiquan to the general public. It
has been shown over fifty times all over China and most people
who study Chen Style Taijiquan in the west have also seen it.

If you have seen it, do you remember that there were
two ladies featured in it. One of the ladies was over seventy
years old, her name is Chen Lau Lu, and she was performing
Chun Qiu Da Dao - ‘Big Sword’ form. This showed she was fit
and strong, even at her age! The other lady was very young. She
performed the form Pao Choi (Cannon Fist) and did a lot of
powerful Fajing (releasing power). You can see her waist shaking
and this is where her power comes from. I am sure everyone
who has seen this programme was very impressed by her skill.
Today she is a very famous Chen Style Taiji master. She now
teaches Taiji in Henan at Wenxian Sports School.

Master Chen Guizhen was born in 1959 in Chenjiagou
and inherited the skills of her ancestors. When she was only nine
years old, her father had already begun teaching her and her
sisters’ Taijiquan. She liked Taiji very much and practised the
movements more than her sisters. Under their father’s guidance,
they performed their forms at least twice a day at home.

Master Chen Guizhen has
been invited to many different
countries to give demonstrations and
to teach. She was also invited to Japan
with her Grand-Uncle:– Master Chen
Xiaowang. In 1985 she won a gold
medal at the first National Sports
Competition and has since won many

medals in
competitions in
many different
provinces. Due
to this success,
she has become
famous for Taiji
forms.

However,
Master Chen
Guizhen is not
only famous for
her hand forms,
she is also famous
for her skill with
w e a p o n s ,
particularly the
double broad-
swords and
double swords.

Qi Magazine: Master Chen, do you find it more difficult for
women to study Chen Style Taijiquan?

Chen Guizhen: At first it was a little difficult, but because I
liked it straight away I did not mind the difficulties. When I
was little I found the techniques and the energy were the
most difficult parts. Also, how to use the waist as the centre
and create more energy with it was very difficult. Many
women can do very soft movements, but they can find it
difficult to do the hard movements. I was very fortunate to
have so many uncles and granduncles to help me, like, Chen

Xiaowang, Chen Zhenglei, Wang Xian
and Zhu Tian Cai. They gave me very
good guidance and helped me a lot.

QM: Do you find that Fajing in Taiji is
difficult for ladies?

CG: Yes it is a little bit more difficult
for a woman. This is because men are
stronger than womenare, but with more
practise the skill will come. Power
comes from the waist and strong
stances. A lot of successful masters in
Chenjiagou practise ten to twenty
times a day and this builds up good
strength.

QM: How do ladies practise Tui Shou
(Pushing Hands) with men. Are the

men able to just push them away?

CG: That’s a very interesting question. Many people think
that a man will be able to push a woman away very easily, but
it is not that simple. At the beginning, men are usually
stronger than women, but when you come to a certain standard,
power is not the only way to win. Who wins is based on
technique and sensitivity. If you can sense the energy of your

“Many women
can do very soft

movements, but they
can find it difficult

to do the hard
movements.”
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opponent before
they use it, you
can change. In
Tui Shou there
are so many
techniques that
use less energy
than your
opponent does.
It is not only the
strong person
who wins, you
need energy and
skill together.

QM: When you
were young, did
your family force
you to study
Taijiquan?

CG: My father, Chen Qi Wang did not force us to study. He
would always encourage my sisters and myself to practise.
His Taijiquan was very good so he helped us to get it right.
He also wanted us to perform the
form at least twice a day and
we all liked it. I am the
second daughter and I
think I was the keenest one,
but my whole family knows
Taijiquan, even my mother.

QM: I know you are famous for
your skill with weapons. In
particular you are known for
your skill with the double
broadswords and double
swords. Do you think this is
because they are easier for
women?

CG: Yes, I think
women can pick
these up easier
than men, but
there are also a
lot of men who can
perform them very well. The double
swords and double broad-swords are slightly different from
the hand forms. They move faster and involve more footwork,
but the principles are the same. If you have a good foundation
in the hand forms then this will help your weapons forms,
but even in Chenjiagou many people do not know them.

QM: Do you find doing Pao Choi more difficult than doing
weapons forms, and does that mean men should practise Pao
Choi and women should practise weapons?

CG: No, although it does sometimes look like this.
Everything depends on practise and how much time you put

into it. The more time you put into a form, the better it will
be, but when you study Chen Style Taijiquan you should
complete all the skills.

QM: Is Chen Style Taijiquan good for health?

CG: Yes, I remember when I was little I was always ill, but
now over the many years I have not had any serious illnesses.
A lot of masters in Chenjiagou live long lives. Chen Style
Taijiquan works the whole body. Moving from the waist
develops the Dantien, smooths all the channels (meridians)
and exercises all the joints, so it is good for your health.

QM: Do you feel that western people find practising Taijiquan
more difficult than Chinese people?

CG: No, maybe at the beginning they do not understand the
principles. If they practise more then they will have a good
result. It is all based on practise.

QM: What do you think the future holds for Chen Style Taiji?

CG: I find that Chen Style Taiji has still not developed
enough especially if you compare it to Yang Style Taiji, which
is more popular. In the past, most people in Chenjiagou were
very conservative and they did not like to pass their skill out,
they would only teach family members. Even daughters
would not be taught because they were afraid that when they
married, and left, they would pass the skill outside and not
remain within the Chen family. I hope that more masters

can break this traditional rule in the future and introduce
the skill to more people outside. I believe that many

people have not even seen Chen Style Taiji and so
they don’t even know about it. Even if they study

Yang Style Taiji, once they see Chen Style
Taiji they will
like it. This is
because Chen
Style has soft
and hard, slow
and fast and a lot
of Fajing. So
many people will
enjoy it more. In
the future we
need more
people to do
more promotion,
so more people

will know about Chen Taiji.

QM: In conclusion, thank you Master Chen Guizhen for your
time and your good opinions.

Talking with Master Chen Guizhen it is obvious she is
quite a shy lady, very polite and very easy to talk to. She is a very
happy person who is very talented. She also has her own family
and a son who is now nine years old. I believe that through her,
Chen Style Taijiquan will be promoted more in the world and at
the same time have a very nice image

InterviewbyMichaelTse

“I think women
can pick these up

easier than men, but
men can perform
them very well.”
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Shaolin Taiji?

oday nobody can deny that
amongst all the five styles of
Taijiquan, Chen, Yang, Wu, Sun
and Woo, Yang style is the most
popular throughout the world.

Recently, much research has been done
into the history and roots of Taijiquan and
researchers have used the old registry of
Chen Village (Wen County, Henan
Province) to conclude that Chen style is
the oldest and it is from this that the Yang,
Wu, Sun, and Woo styles evolved. To this
point there is no contest raised because
the old
registry holds
the earliest
w r i t t e n
records on
Ta i j i q u a n
which date
back to
1600AD, the
period in
which Chen
Wang Ting
lived. No
doubt his
f o l l o w e r s
would have hailed him as the founder or
the first person to begin practising the
slow – fast, soft – hard format of training
which was later to become known as
Taijiquan.

Although there are no written
records, only those that have been passed
down orally, some Chen villagers believe
that a man named Chen Bu, who lived
around 1374AD, was the first Chen
clansman to have practised similar martial
arts. If this theory can be proved then
there is no doubt that Chen Style
Taijiquan is the oldest form of Taijiquan

being practised today. Being a follower of
Chen Taijiquan since 1985, I was
convinced that the results of these fact
finding missions must be true. That was
until I came across
s o m e t h i n g
disturbing in the
library of the
Songshan Shaolin
Temple.

During one of
my training/research trips
back to the Shaolin Temple

I witnessed one of the
older monks practising a
slow hand set that was
completely different
from all other Shaolin
forms that I had seen.
The slow – fast, soft –
hard approach of the
movements was
intriguing and aroused
my curiosity. As a
practitioner of Chen
Taiji I saw a similar frame
work. The stamping of

the foot, the ‘shock’ explosive techniques
delivered could easily be mistaken as one
of the Chen forms. I thought I

was in Chen-
jiagou (Chen

Village), but it
struck me that I
was still standing

inside the Songshan
Shaolin Temple.

Afterwards I was able
to get the name of the form
from the monk. The form was
known inside the Temple as
Shaolin Rouquan or Shaolin
Soft Hands. However, the old
monk declined to reveal any

more information. Still curious
to find out more, I quickly went
to the Abbot , then the late Shi
Dechan, seeking permission to
look at some old Shaolin texts.

I believe that I had
witnessed the father of all Taijiquan

and since this incident, it has taken
me some years to conclude my own

research. Obviously I was reluctant to

For some time a debate has been raging over the actual origins of Taijiquan. Some say it
was Chen Wanting who created the skill whilst others argue it was the Daoist Zhang San Feng.
However, now another contender has entered the fray, read on to discover more...

I believe I witnessed the
father of all Taijiquan
and it has taken me
some years to conclude
my own research
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immediately present my view point as I
did not have the support of the Shaolin
monks and I would have definitely stirred
up a storm within Taiji circles. However,
after convincing martial monk Shi Yantzi
to hold a seminar on this topic, I can now
boldly report of the new findings and their
impact on the history of Taijiquan. This is
based on the following points of research.

1. Timescale
If we accept that the Chen Village

registry is correct then it provides us with
a history of some three hundred years.
However the Shaolin Temple has prevailed
for some one thousand five hundred
years. Would it therefore be fair to say that
Shaolin Rouquan predates Chen
Taijiquan?

2. Techniques
The stamping of the feet,

contracting of ‘shock’ explosive power of
the classical Chen Taijiquan is exclusive to
Chen Taijiquan. Could it only be a
coincidence that these methods are found
among many of the ancient Shaolin forms.
Would it not be fair to say that since Chen
Taijiquan has only three hundred years of
history it could have evolved from the one
thousand five hundred years of Shaolin
practise?

3. Hard and Soft
If we accept that Yang Taijiquan’s

soft movements developed from Chen’s
soft – hard mode, then where did Chen’s
soft – hard approach come from?

4. Zhang Sanfeng
Many Taiji practitioners believe

that it was not Chen Wang Ting who
created Taijiquan, but the Daoist monk
Zhang Sanfeng of Wudang Mountain.
They believe it was his followers who
passed it on to the Chen Clan. There are
written records in the library of Shaolin
Temple that a martial monk called Zhang
Sanfeng was expelled from the temple due
to some wrong doings. It was known that
this Shaolin monk travelled around China
teaching his martial skill. Could it be the
same person? Could it be that this monk
settled down in a Daoist establishment
and taught his Shaolinquan, but gave it a
new name – Taijiquan?

During recent seminars in London
and Dublin, Shaolin instructor monk Shi
Yantzi successfully demonstrated the
ancient Shaolin Rouquan or Shaolin Taiji
form to many and varied Taiji teachers and

students. At the beginning of the event
there were many a raised eye-brow. But
towards the end of the event everyone
was convinced that the ‘missing link’ was
there to be seen. One could not dismiss
the obvious relationship between the two
methods.

Obviously there is still an
enormous amount of research and work
to be done. Yet one cannot comment
without first knowing the slightest thing
about Shaolin Taiji

byTonyLeungYanlon
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aijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan

24 Step Simplified Taijiquan
This form of

simplified Taijiquan was
created as a means to
promote Taijiquan to the
general public. It has
been promoted
throughout China and
the world by the Chinese
government, and is now
practised by millions of
people.

Fig 41 to 54
“Left & Right Rolling
Arms”

aijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan

Fig 40 Fig 41 Fig 42

Fig 43 Fig 44 Fig 45

Fig 46 Fig 47 Fig 48 Fig 49

Fig 50 Fig 51 Fig 52 Fig 53 Fig 54

Fig 40 in last
issue was
printed
incorrectly the
correct posture
is given here
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f you have ever seen a Chinese almanac, called the Tong
Sing in Cantonese, then you will know that it is like a
book of magic, especially to one unschooled in Chinese
characters. Its cheaply printed newsprint pages add even
more allure to the black and red symbols, Baguas and

strange columns of writings. Every year as the Chinese New
Year approaches, I eagerly await the arrival of the new almanac
even though I cannot read it. I keep hoping that someday I
will become miraculously fluent in Chinese characters or that

Man Ho Kwok
Signing the times for Feng Shui,
Fate & Fortune.

Man Ho Kwok is a popular name. He has
authored many books on Feng Shui and
Chinese Astrology and so has helped many non-
Chinese enter into this fascinating world. Qi
Magazine was fortunate enough to track him
down and find out what he has coming up next.
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someone, someday will produce an English translation.
Therefore, you can imagine my delight when I learned that author
Man Ho Kwok had done just that.

Man Ho Kwok was born in China but moved to Hong
Kong with his parents when he was less than a year old. Later
still he immigrated to England where he now resides
permanently with his family. He has been studying the art of
Feng Shui, Ba Zi (Chinese horoscopes) and Head/Face and
Hand reading for over twenty years. He says, “In those days,
during the 60’s, study was not like it is today where you have
classes and colleges. You studied in a one to one relationship
and if you had any questions, you had to write them down
and then ask the next time you saw your Master.”

Mr Kwok studied
with three Masters, one of
whom was a priest in Sha
Tin. Two of his three
teachers are still alive and
he visits them each time he
returns to Hong Kong.
His studies took place
during the summer
holidays, after school and
weekends. During his
studies he quickly came to
realise how important the
Tong Sing is to a fortune
teller. A fortune teller
needs to be able to
identify auspicious days
for any number of
different occasions. The
most common is to find a
good day for a couple to
marry. To do this, one
needs to look at the
persons’ Ba Zi, (their four
pillars of destiny that
relate to their hour, day,
month and year of birth)
and see which day is
favourable to their
personal element, known
as Yat Yuen.

As he talks, Mr
Kwok leans forward and
opens his almanac to this
day’s date. “For example,”
he says, “Today is a very

auspicious day but it is not suitable for everyone. It depends
upon your element which is gained by astrology from your date
of birth. Today is a gold (metal) day, so if the animal sign is
against you, then you will need to choose another day.” I quickly

“You will see a picture of a young
shepherd with an ox. If the shepherd is
without shoes, then it means that it will
be a dry year. If he is wearing shoes, then
it means that there will be lots of rain.”
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scanned the page and found that for me this was not the case. It
was an auspicious day for me.

“You need to know what element you are and also what
Chinese animal sign you are. So
for instance if you are a horse,
then the rat is against the horse.
So even though the rat day is a
lucky day, you would need to
choose another day. You cannot
use this day.” There are many,
many things in which a person can
consult an almanac for. For
instance, if a woman is pregnant,
it will advise not to do certain
tasks, like nailing some-thing to
the wall. You can find a day
suitable for a baby’s first hair cut.

As Mr Kwok continued to
explain in more detail, I felt sure
that this was basic stuff but for
someone who knows little about
the Chinese five elements and the
twelve animal signs, then it can be
quite confusing. However, Mr Kwok has made his book quite
simple for Western readers so that if you know your year of
birth, then all you have to do is refer to the footnotes at the
bottom of each day to see if your year comes up. If it does,
despite it being a lucky day, you will know that it is not lucky for
you personally. Having said this, the method is not foolproof. If
you were born very close to the beginning of Chinese spring,
usually 4th or 5th of February, then it may be that your animal
sign year does not correspond to your actual Western year of
birth. You should look at a table or seek advice if not sure as to
when the “Li Chun”, or beginning of spring, is according to the
solar calendar.

Traditionally the almanac was used by farmers who
needed to know
when they
should plant
their fields or
when they
should plan their
harvest. Not
many of the
farmers knew
how to write,
however, they
could read a
m e s s a g e
through a
picture and if
you look in any

Tong Sing today, you will see a picture of a young shepherd with
an ox. If the shepherd is standing with shoes, then it means that
it will be a dry year. If he is wearing shoes, then it means that
there will be lots of rain. There is also a message in where the
boy is standing, before or behind the ox. However, he says that

today this
predictionmethod is
not always correct
as so much of the
nature’s balance has
been destroyed by
industry and such.

I asked Mr
Kwok how he went
about pre-paring an
almanac. It seemed
to me that this task
alone is something
akin to fortune
telling as it is not just
a translation that he
prepares every year,
but he is actually
creating, in English,
a Chinese almanac.
Looking at his notes for his forthcoming almanac for the year
of the Rabbit, I could see it involved a lot of calculations and
much reference to charts relating to the Heavenly Stems and
Earthly Branches, the foundations of Chinese astrology. He
smiled at me and said, “There is only one way to tell how accurate

my book is and that is to compare it to
the Tong Sing when it is published and
he proceeds to do just this.

As we chatted over tea, Mr
Kwok took great care in explaining
several details about the almanac, using
the Chinese terms freely. So often one
finds that you are looked down upon
for being western and wanting to learn
a Chinese skill, so you are given little or
occasionally even incorrect information.
So his sincerity and openness was
greatly appreciated. I did not want to
take too much of his time as he is a busy
person. Once he has finished next year’s
almanac, he has already committed
himself to two further books, one on
the I Ching and one on a prediction
method called, “Holy Cup” which is
common to see in Hong Kong temples.
What began as a hobby in the early 80’s,
assisting a local university in translating
Chinese classics, has now developed into
a career. I hope that the readers of Qi

Magazine will have another opportunity to learn more from Mr
Kwok. Perhaps he will tell us more about the Holy Cup
prediction method.

There is one thing that I know for sure and that is that I
shall consult my almanac for another lucky day in which to plan
for a second interview

byJessicaBlackwell

Photos&CalligraphyfromManHoKowksbook‘ChineseAstrology’,courtesyof
CassellBooks.Tocontact ManHoKwokpleasecontacttheTseQigongCentre.

“You will see a picture of a young
shepherd with an ox. Ifthe shepherd is
without shoes, then it means that it will
be a dry year. If he is wearing shoes, then
it means that there willbe lots of rain.”

“Personality”

Career
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It is well known that a good proportion of
the population suffer from sea-sickness.
Is there anything we can do to help with

the problem? The answer is yes! A lady in
her forties came to see me earlier this year
seeking help for her sea-sickness. She had
arranged a cruise holiday with her friends in
the summer. She had suffered from sea-
sickness since she was a small girl, but each
time she went out to sea
she felt sick and would
vomit. Dizziness, a
general feeling of
coldness, drowsiness
and loss of appetite
accompanied this. Once
she was off the boat, she
felt very hungry. When
she came to see me she
complained that she had
a very stressful job, her
stomach had bloatedup,
she had cold hands and
feet, and a pale
complexion. She had a
pink tongue with a
whitish coating and a
soft pulse.

In terms of
TCM diagnosis, her body’s
constitution is deficiency in the
spleen and stomach with excessive
cold and dampness. While on the
sea, the extreme dampness and
cold could easily invade the body
to trigger the sea-sickness
syndrome. The first step would be
to strengthen the spleen and
stomach, to expel the cold and
damp, to promote the blood
circulation in order to change her
body’s constitution from weak-cold-damp to
one stronger, warmer and damp free. She
received acupuncture working with the
points, Tiansu, Zhusanli and Neiguan
together with a week’s prescription of
Chinese herbal medicine, Hou Zhu San, to
awaken the spleen.

She came to see me two weeks after
the treatment and said she felt warmer,
although she did not like the taste of the
powder. She received a second session of
acupuncture with the same herbal treatment,
but this time in a capsule. Five weeks later
she felt much warmer and more energetic.
She received the same treatment to
consolidate the results. Eight weeks later,

after another
session of
acupuncture,
she felt very
relaxed and
energetic. The
same herbal
treatment was
given again.

Before
she went on her
cruise holiday
in June, she
came to see me
once more. She
was full of
confidence and
ready for her
holiday. Besides

her acupuncture treatment, she was
prescribed Xiang Sha Yang Wei Wan to take
while on holiday to keep the stomach warm
and Hou Xiang Zheng Qi Shui to keep in her
handbag in case she felt sick. The next time I
heard from her was in July, when she called
me after coming back off holiday. She was

very cheerful and had not suffered from sea-
sickness during her entire holiday.

In terms of TCM, the spleen has the
function of absorbing and transportingwater.
The abnormality of this function can cause
accumulation of dampness and even water
retention. The excess dampness will then give
rise to the adverse flow of Stomach Qi. When
invaded by external dampness, the weak
spleen can be overloaded and unable to
perform its function and the adverse flow of
stomach Qi worsens. When this happens one
feels sick, nauseous, dizzy, etc.

Based on the above understanding,
one would be able to employ the preventative
measures for this particular sickness as
discussed in the case above.

As is well known, TCM is very
different in its approach from conventional
medicine. TCM emphasises the analysis of
all the symptoms and experiences of the
patient, and all aspects of the individual as a
whole. Its object is the patient and the cause
of disease. Its method is to draw an overall
picture of the patient in order to evaluate any
patterns of disharmony that may have arisen.

Its aim is to regain harmony
through the bodily system
itself with the assistance of a
carefully drawn-up
prescription of Chinese
medicine. This is why a lot of
Chinese can look after their
health quite well since in a lot
of cases, the conditions have
been taken care of before it
has developed. As an old
saying puts it, “A great
physician is good at treating

non-existent illness, rather than treating
existent disease.” The scope of Chinese
medicine is enormous

byDr.ShulanTang
Forfurtherinformation,pleasecontact

Dr.ShulanTang,50SandyLane,Chorlton,
Manchester,M218TN.01618818576.

The movie Titanic – what an epic love story, it moved
thousands and thousands of people to tears. Also surprisingly it
has created more interest in sea travel even though the tragedy
claimed so many lives.

TCM & SEA SICKNESS

“TCM emphasises the
analysis of all the
symptoms, experiences
and all aspects of the
individual as a whole.”
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When people say ‘Tai Chi’, they
mean ‘Taiji’. ‘Taiji’ is the correct
way of writing and pronouncing

the word using Pinyin. If you listen to
Chinese person speaking Mandarin they
will pronounce the word more as “Tai gee”
and so the Pinyin spelling of Taiji is more
correct. The Cantonese is “Tai Gik”. So
you see the spelling ‘Tai Chi’ is not very
accurate.

Pinyin means ‘phonetics’, and is
the standard method for writing down
Chinese using the Western alphabet. It is
the only system used on Mainland China,
and the Library of Congress has adopted
it as the International standard. For this
reason, Qi Magazine uses Pinyin.

However it is a relatively recent
system, so there are a lot of hangovers
from the older systems still in used in the
west. The most common of the old
systems is the Wade system, created by an
American. Wade is still used in Taiwan,
(because the Taiwan government likes to
exercise its independence from the
Mainland).

Wade sacrifices clarity for ease of
use. Wade is easy for an English speaker
to pronounce roughly, but using Wade it
is impossible to know how it should be
pronounced properly. Here are some
examples:-

Pinyin Wade
Qi Ch’i
Qigong Ch’i Kung
Gongfu Kung fu
Taijiquan T’ai Chi Ch’uan
Xingyiquan Hsing yi ch’uan
Baguazhang Pa Kua Chang
Yijing I Ching

To be able to read a pinyin word,
you need to know how to break it up into
syllables. Wade places each syllable as a

separate word, so use the Wade
translations above as examples.

Next you need to know how to
pronounce certain letters that you don’t
see in English very much, such as ‘z’ and
‘x’. Here are some tips so that at least you
will be able to vocalise something.

i - pronounced as “eee”
j - pronounced as ‘gee’
q - pronounced as ‘chee’
c - pronounced as ‘sea’
x - pronounced as ‘sss’
s - pronounced as ‘tss’
z - pronounced as ‘css’

As you can imagine, it is
impossible to capture the correct
pronunciation without actually
listening to the sounds.

At first, the Wade system
is much easier to follow,
however the Pinyin system,
once you have got use to it,
more accurately captures
the sounds and tones of
Mandarin.

Lastly, due to
the number of
Cantonese

in the west, and thus the popularity of
Cantonese martial arts, Qi Magazine uses
some Cantonese terms when referring to
the practice of Cantonese Martial arts. For
example:

Cantonese Pinyin Mandarin
Wing Chun Kuen Yongchunquan
Hung gar Hongjia
Hei Gong Qigong

byDanielPoon

Whats in a Word?
For western people the Chinese language is very confusing. The sounds and tones are very

difficult to say. For the written word, the situation is even more confusing. As you will know
Chinese writing is made up of many different characters and so unless you know the character, it
is impossible to guess what the word is or how to say it. For this reason, the Chinese language has
a number of systems that make it more accessible to the western ear.
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It seems that soon the secrets of what
makes up a human being will soon be
solved. Recently, scientists at China’s

Fudan University have discovered new
human genes at a cost of 100 million yuan.
Biotechnology is a hot topic, not only in
terms of its popularity but its morality,
and companies around the world are
investing huge amounts of financial
resources to capture a market share.

Already, the US Patent Office is
being deluged with applications for
biotechnology related patents.
There are patents that have
already been granted on genes
identified as causing breast
cancer, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s
disease and obesity. This year
alone, the US Patent office has
already received over 13,000
biotechnology applications.

But where do these
companies find
the genes that they
experiment on?
One man in the
US who had
leukaemia was
found to have a
gene that fought
against the cancer
cells attacking his
body when his
spleen swelled to
several times its
normal size and he
was hospitalised. “His” gene was isolated
from his removed spleen and was then
patented and sold for several hundred
thousand dollars to a biotech company –
all without his knowledge. When he did
find out and sued for compensation,
incredibly he lost.

Even more frightening than this,
however, is an application for the creation
of a part human-part animal. It is surmised
that such a creation could be used as slave

labour for menial tasks or even as a living
supermarket in which its internal organs
could be harvested for human transplants.
The ramifications are enormous –
economically and also socially.
Biotechnology creates a lot of money but
it also creates many questions of ethics
and morality. The US Patent Office is not
able to assess an application based upon

morality. However, in

Europe this is not the case
and the application for part
human-part animal will
test the waters here on
our own shores as I
write.

Scientists and big
muscle corporations around the world are
vying with each other to unravel the
mysteries of the human body. Bill Gates,
a major investor in the field, has said that

information is the way forward in the
future and what is happening now will
transform mankind as nothing in our past
has done before, not even the Ice Age or
Industrial Revolution. They say that by
the year 2005, a mere six years away,
scientists will have decoded the over three
billion DNA fragments that constitutes
human life. Even sooner than this, in the
next few years at most, scientists will have
completed identifying all of the over
60,000 genes that make up the human
body.

But what will all of this knowledge
really tell us and enable us to do. Will it
make us more compassionate towards
each other? Will it make us less selfish?

Would you want to know every single
thing about your partner, your
boss, your teacher? Would you be
happy knowing both the good

and bad and, more importantly,
would this knowledge bring you

any greater
understanding of the

person or only confuse
your image of who they

really are or who you want
them to be. It seems that the

more scientists seek to define
and clarify people and things, the

more questions they are creating to be
answered by future generations. What
if their part human-part animal
creation has a consciousness? What

about a soul, and would it feel
revengeful of the “Gods”, the
Scientists, that created it? We
cannot stop biotechnology

from moving forward, but we
should, I feel, approach it with a good
heart and not merely in terms of
corporation profits.

byTseSihnKei

ENGINEERING OUR FUTURE
More people in the west now seem to be returning to more

natural things. However we also hear more of how scientists have
altered genes or even cloned animals. This is certainly not nature’s
way, so what does the future have in store.

“What is happening
now will transform
mankind as nothing
in our past has done

before.”




